Care Leaver’s Group 25 June 2019
Minutes
Present
Young people: Alex; Arun; Sarah W; Jade
Staff: Nancy; Jo M; Ellen
1

Topic/discussion
Unlock your potential event and ideas for Care Leaver’s
Week in October

Actions

Following last CLG, when young people asked to meet Dean
from ‘Win That Pitch’, we discussed progress with plans for
the ‘Unlock your potential’ event which has been
provisionally arranged for Tues 29 October (care leaver’s
week)
Ellen and Nancy met with Dean and asked some of the
questions young people wanted to know, eg more
information on content of the session etc. We went
through the notes of the meeting with Dean and then
prepared questions/things to say to Dean about being a
care leaver.
We also discussed what else we could do during care
leaver’s week:
- Jade thought we should promote the support that
is available to care leavers and thought we could do
this at the unlock your potential event by having
stands re ILS courses, TYS, CHICC, the 21-25 service
etc
- Sarah likes the idea of getting together with other
CLGs/CHICC to bring more attention to our work

We then had a phone conversation with Dean on loud
speaker as Dean was delayed in London. We asked more
about the content, delivery and Dean’s motivation for the
event. Everyone thought the content sounds good and it
was good to hear about Dean’s experiences in business and
reasons for wanting to help care leavers. Dean explained
that by attending, participants will be able to get 7 points
for CPD (Continuous Professional Development). We came
up with a couple of ideas for the event:
-

Put the famous people on the flyer as they will be
the motivation for some young people to come
Jo M thought there should be a bit of blurb to hand
round re all the key note speakers as it is useful to
know a bit about the people you are listening to

Nancy to let Sarah and CLG
know about next regional
CHICC events with other
CHICCs

-

2

Lots of HCC staff there to help and support young
people who might find it difficult to participate

Summer Events
Arun, Jade and Alex can come to 31 July watersports

3

Sarah W, Alex, Jade and Arun can come to boat party on 16
August
Voice of Child Strategy Launch

4

We need some care leavers to talk at the launch about why
it is important that Children’s Services listen to young
people. We will need to develop a brief presentation. Jade
would like to do this and possibly Arun and Alex
Young People’s Award panel

5

We need some young people to be on the panel to judge
the nominations. Jade and Sarah W would like to do this
Next project
We discussed what to work on next from our workplan.
Transitions is currently being looked at with the survey we
devised – we will be able to analyse the results in approx. a
month’s time.

6

We decided to look at the 21-25 service next, to see what it
is achieving.
Next meeting
Next meeting is Tuesday 23 July

Nancy to contact Sarah and
Jade re potential date for
panel
Ellen to bring information to
next CLG re 21-25 service
including number of young
people getting a service, the
type of service, some case
studies to show the difference
made etc

